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Abstract 

High frequency measurements of voltage were introduced at 
Elkem Aluminium Lista in order to find the effect of noise from 
the release of gas bubbles under the anode - bubble noise. On a 
Soderberg pot the bubble noise represents a fairly large portion of 
the total pot noise. Hence it is important to understand what 
impacts the bubble noise in order to understand and control the 
Soderberg pot in a better way. 
The bubble noise varies quite a lot over time and between pots. 
The variations are related to different process conditions. Looking 
at number of anode problems and carbon dust generation there is a 
correlation between the bubble noise and the quality of the 
Sederberg anode. The metal quality is also strongly impacted by a 
change in the bubble noise. Several process conditions have been 
investigated, presented and discussed in the paper. 

Introduction 

Elkem Aluminium Lista (EAL) is a smelter owned by Elkem 
Aluminium. EAL started to measure bubble noise on all pots in 
the beginning of 2004. All pots have the New Soderberg Point 
Feeder Technology developed by Elkem Aluminium (1,2). 

The bubble noise is determined as 2.5 minutes averages of 3 
seconds peak to peak values of pot voltage. The sampling interval 
is 0.2 seconds. 

Bubble noise by time 

In the beginning of 2004 the bubble noise level was 
approximately 130 mV (figl). The same year the bubble noise 
level decreased to approximately 70mV and has stayed at that 
level since early 2005. 

The development has been parallel in all potrooms. This indicates 
that the big changes in bubble noise are related to some common 
factor for all the potrooms. 
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Figure 1. Average values of bubble noise since the beginning of 
2004 at EAL. 

The bubble noise level in individual pots can have very different 
levels and also have a different progress over time (fig 2). This 
fact must be related to individual factors. 

Bubble noise two pots same potroom 2006 
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Figure 2. Bubble noise from two individual pots from the same 
potroom in the same time period. 

Bubble noise and anode problems 

An anode problem is defined as a piece of carbon coming from 
the anode that needs to be removed from the pot or anode. The 
problem can come from an anode deformation, a leak or from 
pieces falling off the anode. The anode problems are logged for 
statistical analysis related to the pot operation. 

Figure 3 shows the development of the bubble noise and number 
of anode problems for all potrooms since the beginning of 2004. 
Figure 4 shows the correlation between these two parameters. 

The correlation is good, with a negative correlation coefficient of 
0.7. Thus higher bubble noise correlates with fewer anode 
problems and hence a better anode quality. 

Bubble noise can be a tool in the follow-up of the anode quality. 

Average bubble noise and total # of anode problems 
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Figure 3. Average bubble noise and total number of anode 
problems all potrooms. 
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Correlation between bubble noise and anode problems 
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Figure 4. Relationship between bubble noise and anode problems. 

Bubble noise and carbon dust 

Bubble noise and carbon dust 2004 - June 2006 

Figure 5. Average bubble noise and carbon dust since 
beginning of 2004. 

the 

As for number of anode problems, figure 5 also shows a good 
relationship between bubble noise and amount of carbon dust. The 
carbon dust includes all material skimmed from the pot. The 
carbon content i approximately 30% of this material. 

The correlation coefficient as shown in figure 6, is even better 
than for anode problems. It is close to 0.8. 
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Figure 6. Correlation between bubble noise and carbon dust. 

Carbon dust is related to the anode quality. A pot with high levels 
of carbon dust will also have bigger and more cracks in the anode. 
This correlation led us to believe that bubble noise may be 
connected to the cracks in the anode, i.e. anode quality. Hence, 

higher bubble noise should indicate fewer and smaller cracks and 
therefore less carbon dust. 

Bubble noise and spike setting 

All stubbing operators are assigned to their own group of pots. 
Hence various anode performance data can be monitored for each 
operator, included bubble noise. The bubble noise level is 
different for the different stubbing operators, but most of the spike 
setters have the same development (common pattern) in the 
bubble noise over time. 

Bubble noise different spike setters room 3 
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Figure 7. Bubble noise since early 2004 for different stubbing 
operators in the same potroom. 

Figure 7 shows that different spike pullers from one potroom that 
have different level of bubble noise on their pots. However, the 
development of bubble noise over time is similar for all the spike 
pulling operators. The difference in level can be a result of 
different ways of doing the stubbing operation or different skills. 

Some stubbing operators do not always have the same 
development of the bubble noise over time as shown in figure 8. 

Bubble noise different spike setters room 1 

Figure 8. Bubble noise for different stubbing operators, here in 
potroom number 1, do not always follow the common pattern. 

This difference in development can not be explained by any 
common factor as variation in the anode paste quality. It must be 
connected to the particular group of pots and most likely to the 
stubbing operation. The stubbing operation may overshadow 
effects of common factors. Pots with low bubble noise levels are 
less likely to follow the common patterns of other groups of pots. 
Bubble noise can be a good tool in the follow-up of the stubbing 
operation. 
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Bubble noise and anode paste 

Bubble noise has been compared to many different process 
variables in the paste plant. So far no correlation has been found 
between any of the parameters from the paste production and 
bubble noise. However, this does not exclude other such 
correlations. Some of the parameters that have been investigated: 

• C02 reactivity 
• Green density 
• Blaine figures for ball mill dust 
• Coke and pitch temperature 
• Amount of particles above 0.075 mm in the dry 

aggregate mix 
• Visual judgment anode top condition 

Bubble noise and iron content in metal 

Bubble noise and %Fe in metal all potrooms 2004 - YTD 2006 
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Figure 9. Bubble noise and iron content in metal. 
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Figure 10. The figure shows the correlation between the bubble 
noise and iron in metal. 

Iron contamination in the metal may vary by a factor of two when 
bubble noise varies, as shown in figures 9 and 10. Higher bubble 
noise correlates to a higher iron concentration. Data shows that 
the increase of iron content comes from the pot gas manifolds and 
that more iron is eroded when bubble noise is high than when it is 
low. 
This correlation may be connected to the observation that is done 
for bubble noise and carbon dust. Fewer and smaller cracks are 
correlated to less carbon dust a higher bubble noise. Higher 
bubble noise also correlates to higher gas manifold erosion. Hence 
it is anticipated that the higher rate of erosion is connected to 

more bath splashing on the gas manifolds since less of the gas will 
be released through cracks in the anode. 
Another theory is also that more carbon dust in the pots will act as 
damper for bath splashing against the gas manifolds. 

Bubble noise and bath height 

Bubble noise before/after bath filling 
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Figure 11. Change of bubble noise in a single pot when adding 10 
cm of bath 

hi a single pot, bubble noise was reduced by 30 mV when 10 cm 
of bath was added, as shown in Figure 11. The bubble noise was 
measured every 2.5 minutes. This gives a reduction of 3 mV/cm 
of bath added. The effect is seen immediately and the bubble 
noise stays at the lower level. There is little doubt about the cause 
of this change. 
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12. Statistical relationship between bubble noise and bath 
for pots in normal operation. 

Statistical analysis of many pots in normal operation gives similar 
effects as shown in Figure 8, where the decline is 3.7 mV/cm of 
bath added. There is a considerable spread in the values because 
the anode quality varies a lot between pots. The trend value 
estimated is of the same magnitude as that measured in a single 
pot 

A study of pots with high and low bath level over time also show 
that bubble noise is higher for pots with low bath level. 
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Bubble noise for pots with high and low bath level during time 
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Figure 13. Bubble noise for pots with low and high bath level over 
time. The bath level is shown on the same axis as the bubble 

The change in bubble noise is 7.0 mV/cm between pots with high 
and low bath level over time. This is about twice as high as 
measured with an immediate change in bath level. This indicates 
that a change in bath level has a long term effect in addition to the 
short term effect. 
The long term effect may be that a high bath level over time gives 
bigger and or more cracks in the anode, and higher gas released 
through the anode, and therefore a lower bubble noise. 

Bubble noise and pot resistance 

Increasing the pot resistance is a commonly used action in order 
to reduce pot noise. This will dampen a metal wave noise, but will 
not affect the bubble noise. In this case an increase in the 
resistance will increase the bath temperature and disturb the heat 
balance in the pot. 

Bubble noise and bath acidity 

Bubble noise and acidity 

Figure 14. Bubble noise and bath acidity, as average for all 
potrooms. 

There has not been found any correlation between bath acidity and 
bubble noise. 
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Conclusion 

• There is a relationship between anode quality and 
bubble noise. Higher bubble noise means better anode 
quality. 

• Bubble noise can be used to detect differences in the 
spike setting procedure. 

• Higher bubble noise correlates to more splashing and 
higher erosion of gas manifolds. 

• Higher bath level gives lower bubble noise. 
• High bath level over time gives even lower bubble 

noise, i.e. more cracks in the anode. 
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